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Bones are fascinating to study because they come directly from the insides of creatures - the very parts we never really
expect to see! Their shape and structure speaks volumes about the body function and general habits of the creatures whose
skeletons they compose. Simple bone studies can be done easily, and the titles included here offer a rich look at the bones
of living things of all kinds.
Key
Genre
F = Fiction
N = Nonfiction
Book Style
P = picture book
C = chapter book/complex text
Age Range
Y = young children, ages 0-5
C = children, ages 6-10
Tw = tweens, ages 11-13
T = teens, ages 14-18
A = adult, ages 19+
All books are marked with genre, book style, and age range within parenthesis.

HUMAN BODY
Bones, Steve Jenkins (N, P, all ages)
Explore the difference between human and animal bones with detailed illustrations of a diverse collection of living things. Some
illustrations show skeletal features at actual size, and there are multiple fold-out pages.

Bone by Bone, Sara Levine (N, P, all ages)

Reimagine the human body with features borrowed from other creatures’ skeletons. Delight in illustrations of human skeletons with tails,
flippers, and single toes!

The Bones & Skeleton Book, Stephen Cumba (N, C, Tw+)

Each chapter details a specific part of the human skeleton and the body systems it protects or collaborates with.

ANIMAL BODIES
The Skeleton Book: An Inside Look at Animals, Madeleine Livaudais (N, P, C+)

Black and white photographs show incredible detail in animal skeletons, while a narrator’s voice leads readers in making critical
observations of wildlife skeletons.

Eyewitness: Skeleton, Steve Parker (N, P, C+)

Classic Eyewitness structure showcases close-ups of skeletal features alongside detailed descriptions, copious labels, and relevant facts.

Antlers Forever!, Frances Bloxam (F, P, all ages)
A young moose is surprised to lose his antlers when experiencing his first shed, but learns that it’s natural for his antlers to fall off each
year.

What Big Teeth You Have!, Patricia Lauber (N, C, C+)

Teeth say a lot about an animal’s habits, from the things that they eat to the way they interact with the world. Explore the dental detail of
many different animal groups.

What’s Inside?: Small Animals, Angela Royston (N, P, all ages)

Illustrations highlight key features within the bodies of familiar creatures like mice, frogs, cats, and fish.

BONE COLLECTING
Jake’s Bones: World’s Youngest Bone Collector, Jake McGowan-Lowe (N, P, C+)

Learn about tools and techniques for bone collecting and explore the features of commonly collected and/or studied bones.

Cabinet of Curiosities: Collecting and Understanding the Wonders of the Natural World, Gordon Grice (N, P, C+)
Informative whether the text itself is read or not, sections of this resource spotlight skeletons, skulls, and bone collecting.

I Found a Dead Bird: The Kids’ Guide to the Cycle of Life & Death, Jan Thornhill (N, P, C+)

An honest and matter of fact look at life and death, a portion of which features fossils and skeletal remains.

